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Abstract: This research delves into the transformative potential of additive manufacturing (AM)
within the jewelry industry, focusing on materials such as PLA, PolySmooth, and resin to process
a ring. The study encompasses an analysis of the materials, the role of the Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), the CAD design stage, printers, post-processing techniques, and the Input-
Transformation-Output (ITO) process. SEM plays a crucial role in understanding material behavior
at a micro-level, offering invaluable insights into its selection. The CAD design stage is foundational,
providing a precise digital representation before physical production. Additive manufacturing
showcases advantages over traditional methods, including design flexibility and production. Various
printers and post-processing methods contribute to enhancing the quality and aesthetics of the final
products. The Input-Transformation-Output process emerges as a strategic approach for efficient
AM implementation. This study highlights the need for the continued exploration and integration of
AM, emphasizing its potential to reshape how jewelry is designed, manufactured, and experienced,
thereby providing a foundation for further research and advancements in this transformative field.
Additionally, each stage of the Input-Transformation-Output process of Polysmooth, PLA, and resin
ring prototypes is studied.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; jewelry industry; material properties; Scanning Electron
Microscope; CAD design; Input-Transformation-Output process

1. Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a layer-based technology also known as 3D printing
which is developing at a fast pace into automated fabrication processes across different
industries and daily human life [1]. This industrial production focuses on the automated
processes of the making of 3D objects. These are computer-aided designs (CAD) that
precede the production phase, depositing different materials normally in layers from the
digital CAD data [2].

As mentioned by Bourell et al. [3], additive manufacturing has opened different doors
in manufacturing and assembly-oriented design. Three-dimensional printing has been
applied in medical [4], construction [5], engineering [6], aerospace [7], architecture [8], etc.
Traditional manufacturing methods are usually limited by component mating, sizes, and
geometric complexity. Nevertheless, AM is being developed to overcome such circum-
stances. It revolves around material use, potential part deformation, and minimum feature
sizes [9].

Over the last couple of decades, 3D printing has been utilized in many fields, especially
the art and fashion industry, including jewelry [10]. This freedom allows designers, con-
sumers, and manufacturers to step out of their comfort zones [11]. Due to AM, traditional
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manufacturing methods have been disrupted. Autonomy in the design process is one of
the most impactful factors of the AM. It allows designers to examine complex designs that
would not be produced under common circumstances. The creative spark is being brought
to the table once more and with no limits, pushing the jewelry industry to increase their
creative vision, ease, and precision in the designs offered [12].

Customized, personalized and high-quality products are now viable for manufacturers
and customers. AM offers a way to meet different standards and requirements in the
market [13]. Existing models can be altered or modified in the design stage in collaboration
with customers through advanced software. The personalization features aim to enhance
customer satisfaction and loyalty to the brand using 3D printing technologies [14].

Furthermore, additive manufacturing techniques employ many material forms [15].
For instance, material jetting (MJT) utilizes liquid materials, whereas vat photopolymer-
ization (VPP) involves the use of photosensitive resin. Directed energy deposition (DED)
works with either powder or wire as feedstock material. Nevertheless, large-size adhesives
or regular sheets are used in the sheet lamination method (SHM). Material extrusion (MEX)
usually processes different materials such as composites, polymers, and biomaterials [16].
According to ASTM/ISO52900-21, the previously mentioned processes along with Binder
Jetting (BJT) and Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) are the seven categories of an AM process [17].

There are several types of 3D printing technologies commonly used, including stere-
olithography, fused deposition modeling, and selective laser sintering [18]. The main
difference between these technologies lies in how they layer the materials to create the final
product. In this technology, a diverse array of materials can be employed, for instance,
aluminum alloys [19], alumide [20], glass [21], gold, silver [22], brass [23], wax, resin [24],
polypropylene (pp) [25], polyethylene (pe) [26], ceramics [27], polyamide [28], nickel- and
cobalt-based alloys [29], stainless steel [30], etc.

The Input-Transformation-Output (ITO) process is a conceptual framework used to
understand and describe various systems and processes. It breaks down a system into
three main components, each playing a crucial role. As mentioned above, in AM, the
input includes the digital 3D design created on a CAD or using 2D scanning methods.
At the same time, in this phase, process parameters such as materials, printer type, print
resolution, and some other settings related to the customization requirements of the item
need to be set [31]. On the other hand, in the transformation stage, the digital design
is converted into a machine-readable document that can be followed by the printer to
manufacture the physical object in layers [32]. Lastly, the output phase is a critical step that
determines the ultimate quality and attributes of the printed item.

This investigation aims to review and analyze the different changes in the additive
process in the jewelry industry production and to delve deeper into the impact of AM, the
materials frequently utilized in its production, the different printing methods employed,
and the design process. Prospects of a 3D-printed jewelry piece will be considered. The
main idea is to analyze the ITO process in the creation of a ring produced as a jewelry piece.
Each stage of the process is going to be tested by a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) to
study the molecular behavior of the material.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Evolution

The evolution of additive manufacturing technologies has been a transformative
journey of continuous innovation, and Fused Deposition Modeling and Selective Laser
Sintering led to allowing the manufacturing of functional parts and user-friendly rapid
prototyping, respectively. Inkjet-based printing explored the use of multiple materials and
bio-inks, whereas binder jetting offered cost-effective 3D printing for sand molds and metal
pieces [33]. Electron Beam Melting and Direct Metal Laser Sintering use metal materials,
providing precision and fully dense metal parts for aerospace and medical applications [4,7].
Recent advancements have introduced Continuous Liquid Interface Production and Digital
Light Processing, enabling high-speed and high-resolution printing for jewelry and medical
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industries [34]. The integration of composite materials into FDM printing further improved
material properties

In the initial phases, 3D printing was mainly utilized for rapid prototyping. However,
the evolution of this new manufacturing technique has facilitated the creation of many
companies operating in the field [8], as well as 3D design software, printers, and equipment.
These advancements have enabled the creation of rarely shaped jewelry designs due to the
implementation of AM technologies and materials [33]. Nowadays, AM is considered a
primordial factor in jewelry production. It offers extraordinary options to the designer and
the customer creativity-wise.

At the same time, AM helps to reduce material waste and push boundaries in the
production area. This has led to a surge in avant-garde jewelry pieces that challenge
conventional aesthetics. For instance, emerging trends where AM showcases potential, such
as the creation of intricate patterns for Kandi bracelets and diverse shapes and dimensions
for earcuffs, have been studied. It emphasizes a material-specific analysis, highlighting the
importance of materials like PLA, PolySmooth, and resin in optimizing AM processes for
jewelry manufacturing and enhancing the final product’s quality.

2.2. Additive Manufacturing Techniques

Additive manufacturing incorporates a diverse range of techniques that permit the
making of three-dimensional objects layer by layer [27]. These techniques have revolu-
tionized the traditional manufacturing processes, offering exceptional design freedom and
material options. The most common AM methods include Fused Deposition Modeling
(FDM), stereolithography (SLA), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), and Direct Metal Laser
Sintering (DMLS) [6].

The material extrusion process was later named Fused Deposition Modeling (FMD) [35].
As Yap et al. [13] state, FDM involves extruding or pushing thermoplastic materials through
a heated nozzle tip where the material is deposited layer by layer as it solidifies. FDM
provides a lot of advantages like high printing speed and low cost, which is why it is
widely used in various applications. This approach is commonly employed for rapid
prototyping and manufacturing functional products due to its user-friendly nature and
its use in the jewelry field. The thermoplasticity of the polymer filament plays a crucial
part in the mission of this technique. It permits the filaments to fuse seamlessly at the
same time along the printing stage; once it has solidified at room temperature, a stable
final product is ensured. Being a straightforward printing process, FDM provides a lot of
advantages like high printing speed and low cost, which is why it is widely used in various
applications. However, it is necessary to cover some aspects such as mechanical weakness
and surface quality.

Additionally, Vat photopolymerization techniques [35] such as stereolithography (SLA)
involve liquid resin. In this case, the layers are formed due to the UV laser that selectively
cures the resin. On the other hand, Digital Light Processing (DLP) uses a projector to
project an entire layer’s image onto the resin, and Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) utilizes an
LCD screen to selectively mask light exposure to the resin. As soon as the printing stage
is finished, some parts of the product might need additional components to achieve the
intended mechanical capabilities [36]. Post-processes like heating or photo-curing might be
involved to improve the structural composition and mechanical characteristics of the items
that were printed. The goal is to solidify the printed material and enhance its durability.
SLA is highly utilized due to its high resolution and ability to provide details to the parts
produced, making industries like dentistry, jewelry, and prototyping fond of using it.

There are PBF methods that utilize fine powders and spread them on a platform for
them to be fused [35]. SLS [2,37] utilizes powdered materials such as metals, ceramics, or
plastics that are fused by a high-powered laser. Selective laser sintering enables the manu-
facturing of uncommon objects with intricate geometry for various functional purposes.
This technology manufactures the final product without the need for support structures.
DMLS works similarly [7]. However, it is specifically designed for metals. A high-power
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laser sinters metal powders in order to create precise and durable metal components.
Different industries like automotive, medical, and aerospace use this technique due to
its applications.

Sheet lamination, which involves bonding material sheets through pressure or binders,
utilizes various materials such as paper, metal foil, or polymers and employs bonding
methods like thermal or chemical reactions. In contrast, directed energy deposition, which is
another method, feeds metallic powder or wire into an energy beam to create molten pools,
facilitating the creation of complex microstructures and multi-material parts using lasers or
electron beams. Similarly, material jetting, which resembles inkjet printing, deposits wax
or photopolymer droplets onto a substrate, undergoing phase changes via light curing or
heating and enabling direct printing of various materials like ceramics, semiconductors,
and metals [35].

On the other hand, binder jetting, a cost-effective technique, utilizes liquid adhesives to
construct specific parts layer by layer from powdered materials, allowing room-temperature
construction of large, colored products with intricate internal structures in metals, ceramics,
and polymers. However, it faces challenges including shrinkage in metal machining and
difficulties in achieving fully dense parts directly [35]. Sand molding, also known as
additive manufacturing or sand printing, is a pivotal technique in jewelry production,
primarily employed to craft molds rather than end products. This process involves the
selective deposition of a binder onto layers of sand, systematically constructing molds
layer by layer. Once formed, these molds are utilized in conventional casting procedures
to fabricate metal jewelry pieces [38,39]. Notably, sand molds created through additive
manufacturing enable the realization of intricate details and intricate geometries, facilitating
the casting of exclusive designs that might pose challenges using conventional mold-
making methods.

2.3. Materials

Additive manufacturing has been mainly used for prototyping, research, and appli-
cations in the fashion and design industries [13], where jewelry is included. Some of the
materials that are used the most are as follows.

2.3.1. Polymers and Composites

Polymers are extensively utilized in the realm of AM due to their adaptability and
user-friendly nature [6]. These materials are usually thermoplastics, resins, powders, and
reactive monomers, among others. The AM industry relies on photopolymer resins that
are polymerized using UV light in stereolithography. Prototyping is one of its main uses,
representing almost 50% of the printing market. However, SLS involves polymers such as
polyamides, polystyrene, and thermoplastic elastomers. Photopolymer-based systems [40]
offer excellent accuracy and fine precision, with recent developments contributing to
improved strength and temperature resistance.

In 3D printing, composite filaments often combine a base material with reinforcing
fibers, particles, or other additives to enhance specific characteristics like strength or
conductivity [34].

The incorporation of 3D printing technology into the jewelry domain has ushered
in a transformative era in design and manufacturing. AM has demonstrated its potential
and pushed the boundaries of jewelry creation [13]. Moreover, the groundbreaking inno-
vation witnessed in 3D printing extends beyond jewelry [41]. In jewelry design, additive
manufacturing techniques have revolutionized the way intricate pieces are crafted, and
jewelry items have unprecedented precision and complexity from intricate lattice structures
to personalized engravings.

Currently, numerous materials have been created for additive manufacturing us-
ing material extrusion [35]. These include acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), nylon,
high-impact polystyrene (HIPS), polyether ether ketone (PEEK), polylactic acid (PLA),
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG), and thermo-
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plastic polyester (TPC). Typically, support removal and additional processing might be
necessary after the manufacturing process.

2.3.2. Metals and Alloys

The usual procedure entails heating metallic feedstock (either in powder or wire
form) utilizing energy sources such as lasers or electron beams, systematically creating
solid components layer by layer [42]. Notable metal AM techniques include powder bed
fusion (PBF) and direct energy deposition (DED), along with other recently developed
methods such as cold spraying, binder jetting, direct metal writing, friction stir welding,
and diode-based processes, which offer enhanced accuracy or speed [27,43]. Metal AM has
enabled the manufacturing of various metallic materials. Using PBF-based techniques [44],
several metallic materials, including stainless steels, aluminum alloys, titanium, and its
alloys, as well as nickel-based alloys, are processed, whereas only a few aluminum alloys
are currently utilized in AM [45].

Metals, including esteemed materials like gold, are effectively manufactured using ad-
ditive manufacturing techniques in the jewelry industry. Commonly, direct metal printing
(DMP) and selective laser melting (SLM) methods are employed to produce metal jewelry
items [22,44]. Through these processes, fine metal powder is intricately fused layer by layer
using a laser to form the intended object. Challenges within metal printing for jewelry
encompass the meticulous control of factors like heat distribution, balancing the attainment
of intricate details while preserving structural integrity, and ensuring that the final output
aligns with stringent quality benchmarks. Moreover, pivotal post-processing stages such
as polishing and finishing play a crucial role in achieving the desired sheen and surface
excellence in metal 3D-printed jewelry.

2.3.3. Ceramics

Three-dimensional printing of ceramics has evolved as a crucial manufacturing tech-
nique, especially within the biomaterials and tissue engineering domain, where it is used to
fabricate advanced ceramics. Despite its accuracy, the layers’ appearance and limited mate-
rial selection pose significant challenges in ceramic additive manufacturing [46]. To address
these issues, the 3D printing of intricate shapes succeeded by sintering has become an inter-
esting option for manufacturing ceramics with complex geometries, offering advantages in
terms of efficiency and convenience over traditional casting and sintering methods.

The intersection of art, science, and technology has pioneered the application of
new technologies in jewelry design [47]. Porifera constitutes its new collection of jewelry
meticulously crafted through 3D printing, utilizing both ceramic and precious metals. The
jewelry’s designs emerge through computational generation, forming minimal surface
networks across cellular scaffolds adaptable to various volumes and densities [48].

2.3.4. Material Challenges

The challenges surrounding materials in 3D-printed jewelry encompass several as-
pects [49]. Challenges revolve around initial investment costs, raw material expenses, and
the shortage of skilled labor, hindering its extensive use for crafting jewelry. Moreover,
issues like poor dimensional accuracy, inconsistent material properties, and subpar surface
finishes create doubts among designers and material scientists, thereby eroding confidence
in the process. Insufficient mechanical properties and less-refined surface textures further
limit the application of 3D-printed jewelry in critical contexts [50,51]. However, these
obstacles could be surmounted through comprehensive studies on the process parameters
influencing mechanical traits and by gaining deeper insights into refining the process for
enhanced efficiency and superior product outcomes. The time-intensive nature of additive
manufacturing also stands as a challenge, slowing down the production pace.

In specific 3D printing methods like FDM, it can be quite challenging to attain contin-
uous fiber filaments due to the potential loss of the feed filament’s durability during the
FDM process [52].
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2.4. Design and Printing

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software and 3D scanning are very important tools
implemented in AM to obtain models that serve as the process’s input. As mentioned by
Ligon et al. [6], Additive Manufacturing (AM) fabricates objects layer by layer by digitally
slicing CAD models, scans [53], or tomography data. This approach eliminates the necessity
for molds or machining. The choice of CAD software depends on the specific requirements
of the AM process, the intricacy of the design, and the industry in which it is being used.
Some of the most used CAD are AutoCAD [54], SolidWorks [55], Fusion 360, CATIA [56],
Siemens [57], Rhino 3D [58], etc. These tools allow the creation of the necessary features,
modifying and finishing 3D jewelry designs for them to be printed, which involves the
designers and engineers bringing their creativity to life using AM.

The 3D design needs to be sliced into 2D layers using slicing software, generating a
G-code, which is a set of instructions that guide the 3D printer on how to build the object.
The printer is prepared by loading the G-code and setting up the appropriate materials and
parameters [27,59].

2.5. Post Processing and Finishing

To transform into functional and operational devices, the majority of 3D printing
structures require post-printing processes [60] The four primary post-processing methods
involve the removal of support structures and implementation of secondary curing steps
steps [61],coating surfaces for functionalization and protection [55]. polishing and im-
proving surface roughness [56] and modifications to the material properties and structural
shapes that are achieved via various treatment methods [57]. This is especially vital when
incorporating support materials to construct voids and overhanging structures. Secondary
curing steps are utilized to remove unreacted monomers and change material proper-
ties [58]. Novel polishing methods and existing techniques have been applied to achieve
better surface quality in 3D-printed metal parts and other structures [59]. These post-
processing techniques enable the production of high-quality, fully functional 3D-printed
objects for a wide range of applications.

Key post-processing methods include support removal for overhanging geometries
in Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and stereolithography (SLA) prints, cleaning and
washing to eliminate excess resin or powder residues in SLA and Selective Laser Sintering
(SLS) prints, and sanding and smoothing for a polished surface appearance. Post-curing
with UV light strengthens SLA and Digital Light Processing (DLP) prints [60]. Surface
treatment techniques, like chemical polishing, reduce layer lines in certain materials [62,63].

3. Materials and Methods

The Input-Transformation-Output process is important for building the research frame-
work because it follows the 3D printing process step by step, describing the movement of
goods from the supplier through the transformation process [62] in order to obtain the final
product. In this case, the goal is to produce a piece of jewelry, which is a ring, and follow
the steps from the designing phase to the postprocessing and obtaining the final product.

The objective of this research is to review and analyze the different changes in the
additive process using four different materials and printing methods in the production of
a jewelry piece. Prototypes made from the three chosen materials are taken into consid-
eration to highlight the most important features and details. Every step of the process is
documented in an ASME Process Flow Diagram [64,65]

Experts can provide context for the evidence or situation being investigated. Their
insights into industry practices, standards, or behaviors can offer a broader perspective.
Interviewing them would offer valuable firsthand perspectives and expertise on the impact
of additive manufacturing (AM) compared to traditional methods within the jewelry sector.
The input from these industry experts provides a genuine understanding of the dynamics
and advantages that AM brings to modern jewelry design and production.
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Previous studies [66] have demonstrated the importance of comparing different addi-
tive technologies with traditional production methods. It enables a thorough assessment
of material usage, design complexity, and quality control. This analysis not only reveals
industry adoption trends but also identifies opportunities for innovation and evolution in
manufacturing processes. By comparing these approaches, industries can gain insights into
their strengths, weaknesses, and potential for improvement, fostering informed decision-
making and driving advancements in production techniques.

3.1. Desing Stage

• Conceptualize the design: ring style, shape, dimensions, details, etc.
• Choose the design preparation method.
• Prepare the 3D Model.

3.2. Printing Preparation

• Material Selection: choose the appropriate material for 3D printing of the ring. Review
mechanical properties as well [49,51].

• Select a 3D-Printing Method: Decide on the printing method (e.g., SLA, SLS, or FDM)
based on material compatibility and desired resolution.

• Ensure that the model is optimized for printing. Check for any design flaws or areas
requiring support structures [67].

3.3. Printing Stage

• Printer preparation: set the printer parameters according to the material and printing
method chosen. Take into account settings like temperature and layer height [49,68].

• Upload the 3D model design converted into a printer-readable file to the printer [69].
• Initiate the printing process.

3.4. Post-Processing

The majority of objects produced through 3D printing methods need additional post-
printing steps in order to become functional products or devices [44,58,69,70].

• Remove the print from the printer once the process has finished.
• Clean the ring according to the printing method selected.
• Remove support structures, if applicable.
• Finishing touches.

3.5. Testing

As the material goes through the AM production process in the ITO process, it is
tested by a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) [71]. Using a concentrated beam of high-
energy electrons, the SEM produces a spectrum of signals on the surface of solid specimens.
These signals resulting from interactions between electrons and the sample unveil valuable
information about the sample itself, encompassing its external texture, chemical makeup,
and the arrangement of crystalline materials forming the sample. Typically, data are
acquired from a defined area on the sample’s surface, producing a 2-dimensional image
that illustrates spatial fluctuations in these characteristics. Moreover, the SEM has the
capability to analyze specific points on the sample; this method is especially beneficial for
qualitative or semi-quantitative analysis of chemical compositions (utilizing EDS), as well
as for determining the crystalline structure and crystal orientations (employing EBSD) [72].

4. Results
4.1. Traditional vs. Additive Manufacturing

Traditional jewelry production has long been an industrial standard. It involves intri-
cate processes, such as casting, handcrafting, and assembly. Jewelry design in traditional
production is often carried out by skilled artisans or designers using sketches or physical
models. The traditional manufacturing process typically involves stages such as material
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selection, machining, forming, assembly, and finishing, all of which is shown in Figure 1. It
follows a subtractive approach, in which the material is subtracted from a larger piece to
create the final product. And as has been mentioned throughout this article, the additive
manufacturing process involves stages such as 3D design modeling, slicing, 3D printing,
post-processing, and inspection. It follows an additive method in which the material is
added layer by layer to construct the ultimate product.
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Additive manufacturing, especially 3D printing, has a substantial influence on the
design stage of traditional jewelry production. The greatest impact of AM on traditional
jewelry production is in the design phase, as shown in Figure 2. CAD software and 3D
printing technologies allow for highly intricate and customizable jewelry designs that are
challenging to achieve through traditional means. AM enables designers to experiment
with complex geometries and produce one-of-a-kind pieces quickly.

The incorporated insights were directly gathered from the local jewelry industry. All
the information illustrated in Figure 2 was obtained through interviews conducted with pro-
fessionals from three prominent jewelry companies in the city, which provides invaluable
insights that enrich the investigative procedures. These discussions with experts unearth
specialized knowledge, which is essential for unraveling the intricate technical aspects
often overlooked. Moreover, an exploratory analysis delving into regional micro-jewelry
workshops dedicated to traditional methodologies complements this understanding. This
contextual examination facilitates a comparative evaluation by contrasting conventional
techniques with the integration of additive processes within the regional landscape. These
meticulous investigations, derived from expert interviews and contextual analyses, not only
ensure a comprehensive exploration but also pave the way for a nuanced understanding of
the intersection between traditional craftsmanship and modern additive technologies in
the jewelry industry.
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Figure 2. The flow diagram of the anufacturing process of a ring using traditional manufacturing.
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All information presented in Figure 3 was compiled based on the researchers’ knowl-
edge and the expertise of the jewelry makers.
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The additive methods allow jewelers to test different designs and make modifications
before committing to the final production. This reduces the risk of errors and costly rework.
At the same time, it enables high levels of customization, catering to individual customer
preferences. Traditional methods struggle to match the level of personalization and detail
that AM can achieve.

Comparison between Traditional and Additive Jewelry Manufacturing

To describe the behavior of traditional processes utilized by Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs) in the jewelry sector, the conventional method using two different
materials for ring manufacturing is presented in Table 1. At the same time, this information
is supported by the information compiled from the interviews, which is also presented
in Figure 2.

Table 1. The process of traditional method.

Step Traditional Method

Material selection Wax/Silicone rubber
Model preparation Carve wax model/prepare silicon mold

Design Create model
Inspection Inspect model

Tree preparation Create tree
Casting Pour metal into tree

Cooling andsolidification Cool and solidify metal
Finishing Sand, file, and polish

In the comparison of additive methods for ring production detailed in Table 2, the
non-castable and castable approaches differ primarily in their material selection and the
subsequent steps related to casting.

Table 2. The additive method.

Step Additive Method (Non-Castable) Additive Method (Castable)

Material selection PLA, Polysmooth, 8k resin Castable resin
Model preparation Create 3D model Create 3D model

File preparation Prepare STL file Prepare STL file
Printer configuration ConFigure 3D printer ConFigure 3D printer

Printing Print ring in resin Print ring in resin
De-molding Remove ring from mold Remove ring from mold

Cleaning Clean ring with isopropyl alcohol Clean ring with isopropyl
alcohol

Curing Cure ring Cure ring
Tree preparation Create tree Create tree

Casting Pour metal into tree Pour metal into tree
Cooling and solidification Cool and solidify metal Cool and solidify metal

Finishing Sand, file, and polish Sand, file, and polish

The non-castable method employs materials like PLA, Polysmooth, and 8k resin for
printing the ring directly. The process involves creating a 3D model, preparing the file,
configuring the 3D printer, printing the ring in resin, and then proceeding with post-
processing steps like demolding, cleaning with isopropyl alcohol, curing, tree preparation,
and finishing.

In contrast, the castable method utilizes specialized castable resin for printing the
ring. Similarly, the initial steps involving 3D model creation, file preparation, and printer
configuration remain consistent. However, this method diverges during the casting phase.
Once the ring is printed, it moves through the demolding, cleaning with isopropyl alcohol,
curing, tree preparation, and casting steps, in which metal is poured into the printed tree to
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create the final ring. Both methods converge in the final steps of cooling and solidification
of the metal and the finishing touches of the sanding, filing, and polishing of the ring.

The key distinction lies in the material used for printing and the casting process, in
which the castable method integrates metal casting after the initial resin printing phase to
achieve the final ring product.

A comparison of traditional and additive jewelry manufacturing methods reveals dis-
tinct differences as presented in Table 3, regarding machinery utilization, post-processing
techniques, and tool-related aspects. Traditional methods rely on an array of machinery,
including lathes, carving tools, casting equipment, furnaces, and finishing tools, emphasiz-
ing manual craftsmanship. Traditional post-casting methods involve meticulous manual
post-processing, such as sanding, filing, and polishing. In contrast, additive methods
require fewer distinct machines, primarily centered around 3D printers, along with some
casting equipment and finishing tools. Post-processing in additive methods involves steps
like cleaning, curing (for resin-based prints), and finishing. Additionally, while traditional
methods heavily rely on manual tools like carving instruments and lathes for shaping
and finishing, additive manufacturing predominantly utilizes 3D printers for fabrication,
supported by digital design software for modeling. The shift in the production landscape
showcases a transition from manual craftsmanship to digital precision and streamlined
processes, underlining the evolving nature of jewelry manufacturing.

Table 3. Methods comparative analysis.

Method Machinery Raw Materials Labor

Traditional Method 1

Lathe, carving tools,
casting equipment,
furnace, polishing
equipment

Wax, plaster for mold,
casting material Artist, jeweler

Traditional Method 2

Carving tools, lost-wax
injector, vulcanization
cell, casting equipment,
furnace, polishing
equipment

Wax, silicone rubber,
plaster for mold,
casting material

Artist, jeweler

Additive Method
(Non-Castable)

3D printer, lost-wax
injector, vulcanization
cell, casting equipment,
furnace, polishing
equipment

Resin, silicone rubber,
wax, plaster for mold,
casting material

3D designer, 3D
printer specialist,
jeweler

Additive Method
(Castable)

3D printer, casting
equipment, furnace,
polishing equipment

Castable resin, plaster
for mold, casting
material

3D designer, 3D
printer specialist,
jeweler

This study intends to highlight the impact of AM on the jewelry-making process. Next,
the step-by-step results of four additively manufactured rings will be detailed

4.2. Design

Selecting a pre-existing design as the foundation for additive manufacturing (AM)
offers a range of compelling advantages. Notably, it significantly reduces both time and cost
compared to creating a design from scratch, facilitating rapid prototyping and iterations.
Preexisting designs often come with proven functionality, historical data, and compatibility
with legacy systems, thereby enhancing confidence in their performance. Additionally,
they can be customized, serving as an inspiration for new creations or providing valuable
insights into design structures. This approach can also be a resource-efficient solution,
freeing up design expertise and reducing risk, especially in safety-critical applications.
However, it is vital to consider intellectual property rights when using pre-existing designs.
Ultimately, the decision to choose a pre-existing design should align with the project goals
and the unique opportunities and challenges of additive manufacturing.
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Rings hold a significant and enduring place in the world of jewelry for a variety of
cultural, symbolic, and aesthetic reasons [64]. Choosing a ring in a 3D printing design pro-
vides a variety of benefits and opportunities, particularly due to the unique characteristics
of rings and the potential of 3D printing technology. The ring is printed on three different
materials using two different printing methods.

In this case, the design was taken from Cults [73], a marketplace that connects design-
ers with individuals seeking to create real-world objects using 3D printing. Obtaining a
ring for Additive Manufacturing (AM) with a weight of 0.7 g and a diameter of 0.24 m (or
24 mm) requires a delicate and precise approach.

Design Overview

The ring is intended to be lightweight and elegant, making it suitable for everyday
wear. To achieve a weight of 0.7 g, it should have a thin and minimalist design. The outer
diameter of 0.22 m (22 mm) ensures that it is a comfortable and noticeable accessory. The
ring dimensions in millimeters are x 22.89, y 22.9, and z 6.79.

A suitable ring design is chosen from the Internet, which is typically available in a
3D CAD format. The chosen design is converted into stereolithography (STL) file format,
which captures the precise geometry of the ring, as shown in Figure 4a,b. This design
approach should result in a lightweight and stylish ring suitable for a variety of occasions
while taking full advantage of the capabilities of Additive Manufacturing.
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The ring geometry depicted in Figure 4 is a favorable choice for 3D printing in either
PLA, Polysmooth, castable, or non-castable resin because it is a relatively simple shape
with no overhangs or undercuts. This makes it easy to print without the risk of support
failure or warping. Its smooth, organic shape devoid of overhangs or undercuts eliminates
the need for support structures and minimizes the risk of printing defects. Additionally,
the ring’s design allows for customization and personalization, enabling the creation of
unique pieces without introducing printing complexities. This selection significantly affects
the printing results by facilitating support-free printing, ensuring dimensional accuracy,
and enabling easy post-processing for achieving the desired surface quality. Various build
orientations, including vertical, angled, and flat orientations, have their own advantages
and disadvantages in terms of support usage, layer line visibility, and surface finish.

4.3. Materials

PLA is one of the three materials selected for this study. As mentioned by Ro-
driguez [68], PLA is an environmentally friendly polymer sourced from lactic acid and
possesses a notable benefit in its effortless application within 3D printing, yielding favorable
outcomes. Its extrusion temperature requirement is minimal, and it maintains structural
integrity during the printing process while adhering effectively to the printing platform. In
this case, PolyLite™ PLA [74] is purchased due to its high-quality design, reliability, and
simplicity of the printing stage.
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Furthermore, Polysmooth, a variant of PLA, offers a smoother surface finish and
increased strength, making it ideal for intricate and visually appealing jewelry pieces
that demand finer aesthetics. PolySmooth™ [75] is chosen because of its uniqueness as a
filament designed for effortless printing and streamlined post-processing. The surface can
be made smooth and free of layers using alcohol. The filament is compatible with most
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 3D printers.

Additionally, Aqua Gray 8K resin, which is utilized in SLA printing, stands out
for its exceptional detailed reproduction and surface hardness, enabling the creation of
highly detailed and precise jewelry designs. Meanwhile, SirayacTech pruple castable resin
mimics the properties of metals after post-processing, catering to jewelry makers aiming
to prototype designs resembling gold or silver before traditional casting methods. This
selection showcases a thoughtful consideration of materials with properties aligned with the
diverse requirements across the spectrum of jewelry making, encompassing prototyping,
intricate detailing, and achieving final aesthetics in the realm of 3D printing. On one
hand, the Phrozen Aqua Grey 4K [76] is the one selected due to its specially designed
resin for high-resolution 3D printing, which is optimized for use with the new Sonic Mini
4K 3D printer. Its formulation ensures that designers can achieve exact replicas of their
designs with minimal shrinkage and low odor emissions. Engineered for low shrinkage
and high precision, this material minimizes distortion and maintains dimensional stability,
making it ideal for printing precise parts. Its low viscosity and odor make printing and
post-processing effortless.

On the other hand, The Castable Resin from Formlabs [77] is utilized for crafting highly
detailed jewelry using the lost wax casting process. This resin is specifically formulated
for this procedure, burning cleanly without leaving ashes or residue. It is an acrylic
photopolymer, necessitating a different burnout than that of typical wax. Instead of melting
at low temperatures, this resin transforms into gas. The recommended burnout cycle is
meticulously designed to facilitate the gradual transition of Castable Resin into gas. This
slow transition to a gaseous state minimizes the risk of coating cracking due to the rapid
expansion of the printed piece.

Conversely, FDM technology has employed a broader range of polymeric or composite
materials to create conceptual prototypes of 3D printed products because of the properties
shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Polymers’ properties.

Polymer Type Young
Modulus (X-Y)

Tensile
Strength Density Bending

Strength
3D Printing

Method Reference

PLA 2150.8 ± 67.8
MPa

28.1 ± 1.3
(MPa)

1.17–1.24 g/cm3 at
23 ◦C

48.0 ± 1.9
(MPa) FDM [52,78]

Polysmooth 2047 ± 111
(MPa)

39.8 ± 0.7
(MPa)

1.08–1.10 (g/cm3 at
21.5 ◦C)

64.9 ± 1.2
(MPa) FDM [79]

Resin is engineered specifically to ensure minimal shrinkage and exceptional precision
during the printing process. These resins excel in maintaining low warping and dimen-
sional stability, particularly advantageous for creating intricate and accurate parts. Their
low viscosity facilitates easy printing and post-processing, while their faint odor avoids
any unpleasant scents in the printing environment. Additionally, the printed parts exhibit
durability and resilience. Making resin rings is suitable for a wide array of industrial
jewelry applications, showcasing their versatility and reliability in this field.

The choice of PLA, Polysmooth, Aqua Gray 8K resin, and castable SirayacTech purple
resin for 3D printing in jewelry creation is based on their distinct properties presented in
Tables 4 and 5 tailored to different aspects of jewelry production.
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Table 5. Resin’s properties.

Resin Density Viscosity Surface Hardness 3D Printing Method Reference

Phrozen Aqua 8K
(Non castable) 1.12–1.18 g/cm3 300–350 cP 75–82 Shore D SLA [80]

Castable SirayacTech
pruple resin 1.12 g/cm3 192 cP 70 Shore D SLA [81]

Note: additionally, the Phrozen Aqua 8K resin exhibits some other mechanical properties: a tensile stress at break
ranging between 21 and 35 MPa, a tensile modulus spanning 1196–1915 MPa, an elongation at break (EAB) of
12–20%, and a notched izod impact of 15–18 J/m. These characteristics depict the material’s ability to withstand
tension, its stiffness, its capacity to stretch before breaking, and its resistance to impact under specific conditions.

4.4. Manufacturing Process

Despite the printing method selected, the 3D design model is saved in a suitable file
format, stereolithography (STL) in this case, which captures the geometry of the object.
After a printer-readable file has been obtained, the transformation stage starts, translating
the digital 3D model into instructions that the AM printer can understand and execute.

Additive Manufacturing techniques such as Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) or
stereolithography (SLA) have been employed to create this ring design accurately and
efficiently. These methods allow for precise control over dimensions and a high level
of customization.

Additional processing conditions that influence the printing results include the layer
height, infill density, printing temperature, and post-processing techniques. Thinner layer
heights produce smoother surfaces but increase printing time; higher infill density provides
greater strength but increases material usage; proper printing temperature ensures optimal
material flow and adhesion; and sanding, polishing, and other finishing techniques can
enhance the ring’s surface quality and appearance.

Printing Process

Considering the material requirements and preferences, PLA and Polysmooth ther-
moplastics are selected for the FDM process due to their lightweight, affordability, and
suitability for jewelry. For liquid resin-based 3D printing, a photopolymer resin, Aqua
gray 8K, is selected to produce models with incredible detail. It is compatible with LCD
technology and is chosen for its detailed and precise results. Also, SLA suits castable resin,
and experimenting with this material, known for its high level of detail, excellent surface
finish, and quicker curing cycle, can make jewelry makers interested in it.

Thermoplastics and thermosets have taken a leading role in the field of 3D printing,
particularly in the context of accessible and widely used FDM systems [82]. as shown in
Table 6 [73] due to the material selection: PLA and Polysmooth. FDM is selected as the
printing method for both of them. Also, it has advantages such as printing speed and low
cost. Therefore, the printer used is the Ender 3V2 [83]. For this process, the Ender 3V2 loads
the selected PLA or Polysmooth material and precisely deposits layers of the material, one
atop the other, to build the ring according to the digital model. This process continues until
the entire ring is printed.

Table 6. Parameters of the printing methods.

Material Printing
Method

Nozzle
Temperature

Bed
Temperature Nozzle Speed Layer

Height Infill Number of
Outlines

Top/Bottom
Layers

Polysmooth FDM 190 ◦C–220 ◦C 25 ◦C–70 ◦C 40 mm/s–60 mm/s 0.1 20% 3 4
PLA FDM 190 ◦C–230 ◦C 25 ◦C–60 ◦C 40 mm/s–60 mm/s 0.1 20% 3 4

In the case of liquid resin 3D printing using LCD technology, PHROZEN SONIC MINI
4K uses a photopolymer resin vat. A UV light source selectively cures the resin layer by
layer, solidifying it to create the 3D ring structure. This technique has been chosen due to
the material behavior. Using LCD technology in resin-based 3D printing provides several
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benefits for working with photopolymer resins. The printer utilized to process the resin
is PHROZEN SONIC MINI 4K, which produces highly detailed resin 3D printed parts,
achieving precise 3D printing designs at 4K resolution, tailored to the specific dimensions
of the model.

For both printing methods, the layer thickness is 50 ums, which results in finer layers
being deposited, leading to smoother surfaces and higher detail resolution in the printed
rings. Smaller layer thickness allows for more precise replication of intricate details present
in the digital model, resulting in a more accurate representation of the final printed product.

For the SLA printing method, the settings are aligned closely with the recommended
parameters for ideal results. With a layer height of 0.05 mm, a bottom layer count set to
six layers ensures improved adhesion to the build platform. The exposure time is finely
tuned to 1.5 s, which is suitable for LCD resins, while the bottom exposure time of 20 s
facilitates adequate curing for the initial layers. Other nuanced settings, like light off
delay and bottom light off delay, are both configured at 7 s, contributing to the printing
precision. Additionally, the printer utilizes specific lifting distances, with a bottom lift
distance of 6 mm and a lifting distance of 5 mm, while maintaining a consistent speed of
100 mm/min for the bottom lift and general lifting movements. The retraction speed stands
at 150 mm/min, adhering to the default settings, unless specified otherwise, to ensure
optimal printing conditions for various resin types and layer thicknesses.

For both printing scenarios, the average printing time is 1 h, 1 min, and 4 s.

4.5. Rings Postprocessing

In the case of the thermoplastics, the post-processing stage is performed using
Polysher [84], a machine that, when combined with PolySmooth and, in this case, also with
PLA, achieves the desired finish for every user of a 3D printer without any effort.

To obtain the final resin piece, it is necessary to process it through the ANYCUBIC
WASH AND CURE 2.0 [85] for 4 min. This machine provides a dual-purpose solution for
individuals using SLA, DLP, or LCD 3D printers. Serving as both a cleaning apparatus
and a UV curing device, it enables users to conveniently place their completed models in a
supplied container filled with resin cleaner. Subsequently, initiating the washing process
becomes a straightforward task.

Photographs of the four printed and post-processed rings are shown in Figure 5,
which capture their entirety and hold significant importance in material assessment. These
detailed images serve a crucial role as they highlight the visual properties of each material
and the imitation of metal appearances (specifically in the one made of castable resin), which
are considered fundamental criteria during the selection of the input stage of the project.
By showcasing the intricate details and resemblances to metal, these macro photos provide
a comprehensive visual understanding of the materials’ aesthetic qualities, contributing
significantly to the evaluation and analysis process.
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4.6. Microscope Tests

Analyzing the behavior of PLA, Polysmooth, and resin at each stage of the additive
manufacturing process for the ring (input, transformation, and output) using a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) provides valuable insights into their microstructures and sur-
face characteristics. After cutting a small piece of each material throughout the ITO process
to obtain a sample, it is processed using SEM imaging of 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 magnifi-
cations to examine the surface morphology and microstructure of the filaments, the ring
processed, and the ring after postprocessing.

4.6.1. PLA

As can be seen in Table 7, with regards to the input at 200× magnification, the SEM
provides a low to moderate level of detail. The surface of the PLA filament appears rela-
tively smooth, with a glossy texture. Microscopic irregularities such as surface scratches or
imperfections become visible. The material’s overall structure, which includes graininess,
can be observed. Increasing the magnification to 500× allows for a more detailed examina-
tion. Surface imperfections, such as scratches and irregularities, become more pronounced.
At 1000× magnification, the SEM provides a high level of detail, revealing that the changes
are not quite significant.

Table 7. PLA SEM Testing.

Material/Magnifications 200 500 1000 2000

PLA (raw)
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Surface imperfections and scratches appear prominently in the output or final product,
and their depths and dimensions can be measured more precisely. The layered structure of
the PLA is now visible, showing the individual filament lines or deposition patterns. Very
small features like fine scratches, cracks, or the presence of micro-porosity become evident.
Micro-porosity can develop at the interfaces between layers in the PLA structure during
the FDM process. SEM can reveal these microscopic voids between layers, showing a more
complex surface morphology, with a semi-layered structure and evidence of melt flow.
Some defects, such as pores and voids, are visible, but they are relatively small and isolated.

The raw PLA material appears to be highly crystalline, with a well-defined grain
structure. This is likely due to the extrusion process used to produce the PLA filament. The
printed ring shows evidence of melt flow, with the PLA material aligned in the direction of
printing. This is likely due to the shear forces and thermal gradients experienced during the
3D printing process. The post-processed ring shows a more uniform surface morphology,
with the layers being less distinct and the pores and voids being significantly reduced. This
is likely due to the melting and reflow of the PLA material during the post-processing step.

4.6.2. Polysmooth

At 200× the surface of the PolySmooth filament (input) appears smooth, as shown in
Table 8, with a glossy texture. Microscopic irregularities such as surface imperfections are
also visible. The SEM images appear cloudy and lack the clarity usually expected due to
the material’s behavior. Polysmooth is a PLA-based material with a special coating that
allows for vapor smoothing. This coating may interfere with the SEM imaging process,
resulting in the observed cloudiness.

Table 8. Polysmooth SEM Testing.

Material/Magnifications 200 500 1000 2000

Polysmooth (raw)
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The overall structure of the filament, which includes visible layers or graininess, can be
observed. At 500× magnification, surface imperfections are more pronounced and can be
examined in greater detail. Layered structures, often characteristic of 3D-printed objects,
become visible, showing the individual filament lines or deposition patterns. At 1000
and 2000× magnification, surface imperfections, scratches, or defects appear prominently,
allowing for precise measurement and characterization. If 3D printed, the layered structure
is highly visible, showcasing the intricate deposition patterns. SEM may still show some
micro-voids between layers but potentially fewer than untreated PLA.

Polysmooth’s output stage shows a potentially smoother surface due to vapor smooth-
ing. SEM analysis can assess the effectiveness of layer bonding in Polysmooth objects.
Vapor smoothing can improve layer adhesion and reduce the visibility of seams.

4.6.3. Non-Castable Resin

Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEMs) cannot process liquids directly due to their
high-vacuum environment, which causes liquid samples to evaporate, disrupts the vacuum,
and leads to charging issues due to poor conductivity. This is why the raw material (liquid)
resin could not be processed, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Non-castable resin SEM testing.
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Unlike Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), where layer lines are more pronounced,
resin-based 3D printing produces minimal to nearly invisible layer lines. The SEM images
during this stage showcase the remarkable smoothness and continuity of each layer.

Resin-printed rings typically exhibit a smooth and continuous surface at the output
stage. Layer lines are almost invisible or extremely fine due to the liquid resin curing
process. In resin-based 3D printing, the layers are fused seamlessly during the curing
process. SEM analysis shows excellent layer adhesion and minimal separation between
the layers.

Resin-based printing typically produces objects with minimal inherent porosity be-
tween the layers. SEM images may show very few micro-pores within the resin structure.

After manufacturing, it is essential to inspect the ring for any imperfections, ensuring
that it meets the specified weight and size requirements.

4.6.4. Castable Resin

The processed castable resin appears to be a continuous material with barely any
visible defects. Its surface has a slightly rough texture but is consistent, lacking any visible
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holes or gaps. The overall structure of the material is uniform. On the other hand, the
post-processed castable resin appears to be even smoother and more uniform than the
processed castable resin. The surface is highly polished and has a high degree of gloss. The
structure of the material is still uniform, but the graininess or crystallinity is less noticeable.

The SEM examinationin (Table 10) indicates a notable enhancement in the surface
quality of the castable resin following post-processing. Through polishing, this step effec-
tively eradicates any lingering imperfections on the resin’s surface, resulting in a sleek,
glossy finish. Furthermore, post-processing seems to diminish the material’s graininess or
crystalline aspects, lending it a more consistent look.

Table 10. Castable resin SEM testing.
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In essence, the SEM findings strongly advocate the significance of post-processing
in the castable resin manufacturing process. By refining and polishing the resin surface,
post-processing significantly elevates the final product’s appearance and quality.

The processed castable resin demonstrates a robust bond with the underlying ma-
terial, likely due to the resin’s strong adhesion to the substrate. In contrast, the post-
processed sample boasts a lavish appearance due to its pronounced glossiness. Moreover,
the post-processed ring displays heightened resistance against scratches and other dam-
age compared to its processed counterpart, largely attributed to its smoother and more
uniform surface.

5. Discussion

Traditional jewelry manufacturing relies on manual techniques involving materials
like wax or silicone rubber for creating molds and models. Craftsmen carve intricate
wax models or prepare silicone molds by hand, followed by a meticulous process of
casting, cooling, and manual finishing involving sanding and polishing. This method
limits flexibility once the model is cast, and the alterations are challenging. In contrast,
additive manufacturing, characterized by 3D printing, uses diverse materials such as
resins, polymers, and metals. It employs 3D modeling software for digital design, enabling
intricate and customizable designs with virtual inspections prior to printing. This process,
known for its efficiency, involves printing, curing, and post-processing steps like cleaning
and finishing. At the same time, it reduces waste due to precise material usage, making
it increasingly favored for its speed, complexity in design, and personalized approach to
jewelry production, which makes AM profitable.
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The selection of a technique to acquire a 3D design relies on personal abilities, in-
clinations, and the intricacy of the intended design. Crafting designs from the ground
up grants full artistic authority, whereas online repositories offer an extensive array of
pre-made designs. Independent 3D designers excel at managing intricate assignments,
whereas the potential of AI-driven tools holds promise for generating 3D models based on
basic descriptions. Additionally, transforming 2D designs into 3D models is beneficial for
duplicating already-existing items.

Various materials, such as PLA, Polysmooth, resin, and castable resin, were evaluated
in the creation of prototypes and trends for final products. However, the use of PLA is
less common due to the finishing conditions it generates, as shown in Table 3. Concerning
Polysmooth, attempts to improve the surface conditions through post-processing were
noted, yet visible layers persisted, as shown in Table 5, when studied with SEM in the
different stages of the ITO process, limiting its application in jewelry, where a more refined
finish is sought.

On another note, the resin is currently in use in the jewelry industry, serving as a more
suitable reference for industrial applications within the jewelry sector, allowing for a more
direct melting of the final product. The non-castable variant is employed to create molds in
silicone or rubber, particularly for large-scale productions. In contrast, the castable resin
generates the mold and additionally offers the advantage of being directly melted, thereby
reducing the steps in the production process. It is worth noting that this latter process
generates a single highly customized final product.

The implications derived from these results emphasize the significance of AM in
pushing the boundaries of creativity, precision, and customization within the jewelry
sector. The study’s focus on the Input-Transformation-Output (ITO) process underscores
the importance of each stage, corroborating previous findings that highlight the pivotal
role of digital design conversion and machine guidance in achieving the desired final
product attributes.

Both the traditional and additive methods have their own advantages and disadvan-
tages. Traditional methods require more machinery and tools. Additive methods are more
efficient in terms of machinery, post-processing methods, and tools; they are more versatile
and can be used to create more complex designs. The Additive Method (castable) is the most
efficient method overall, but the Traditional Methods are sometimes more commonly used.
Jewelry makers should implement additive manufacturing in their processes to enhance
design flexibility, reduce production time and costs, and enable customization. Combining
additive and traditional methods offers further advantages, allowing jewelry makers to
create complex designs, custom molds, and unique pieces that combine the strengths of
both methods. The optimal approach depends on the specific project requirements and the
jeweler’s expertise and resources.

Overall, the SEM analysis results provide valuable insights into the impact of the 3D
printing process and post-processing on the surface morphology of 3D-printed rings. For
instance, a detailed understanding of the surface roughness, texture, and distribution of
surface treatments or coatings allows for the evaluation of surface finishing techniques and
their impact on the ring’s appearance and functionality. This information can be used to
optimize the manufacturing process and produce high-quality products with the desired
surface quality.

Furthermore, there might be unexplored areas concerning process optimization, such
as identifying more effective methods for material post-processing or seeking new materials
that better suit the specific demands of jewelry manufacturing through 3D printing. These
gaps in the study could signal opportunities for future research and development in
this field, aiming to enhance the quality, efficiency, and versatility of 3D printing in the
jewelry industry.
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6. Conclusions

This research article significantly contributes to the field by delving into the trans-
formative potential of additive manufacturing (AM) within the jewelry industry, with a
specific focus on materials like PLA, PolySmooth, and resin to create intricate rings. It offers
a comprehensive exploration of how AM is reshaping the jewelry industry, providing a
level of design flexibility and intricate detailing that traditional manufacturing methods
often struggle to achieve. This in-depth analysis stands as a valuable contribution, shedding
light on the paradigm shift that AM is bringing to jewelry production.

The study encompasses an in-depth analysis of various facets of AM, including mate-
rial properties like PLA, PolySmooth, and two types of resin, the role of Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), CAD designs, post-processing techniques, and the implications of the
Input-Transformation-Output (ITO) process.

Throughout this exploration, we have delved into the advancements achieved in AM
technologies, highlighting the unique attributes of PLA, PolySmooth, and resin, all of which
are discussed through the ITO process, emphasizing their relevance in the jewelry-making
process. These materials have showcased their prowess in the creation of both prototypes
and finalized rings. Furthermore, we examined the crucial role of SEM in understanding
material behavior at the micro level, thereby providing invaluable insights for optimizing
designs. The CAD design stage has emerged as the foundational step, allowing for a
precise digital representation before the physical production process. Additionally, we
explored the advantages of AM over traditional manufacturing, including design freedom,
reduced waste, and faster production. Different printers and post-processing techniques
were analyzed, shedding light on the diverse options available to enhance the quality and
aesthetics of the final products.

The significance of this research lies in the comprehensive understanding of additive
manufacturing within the jewelry industry. By analyzing the materials, SEM behavior,
CAD designs, printers, post-processing, and the ITO process, we have uncovered the
transformative power of AM. This technology offers unparalleled design freedom, cost
efficiency, and sustainability compared to traditional manufacturing methods. Moreover,
SEM provides invaluable insights into material behavior, enabling further optimization. The
ITO process presents a strategic approach for the effective implementation of AM, ensuring
enhanced efficiency and productivity. These findings hold immense relevance for the
industry, emphasizing the need for continued exploration and integration of AM, promising
a future where it reshapes how jewelry is designed, manufactured, and experienced.

Overall, this research equips researchers and entrepreneurs with the critical knowledge
required to advance AM applications in the jewelry industry. It envisions a potential
revolution in how jewelry is conceptualized, manufactured, and experienced, offering a
promising future for the integration of AM technologies.
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